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ROB COLLISTER

Where Are We Flying To?

I suppose I have always been a traveller. I don’t remember much about 
it but my third birthday was celebrated on the Warwick Castle, of the 

Union Castle line, during a three-week voyage from Southampton to 
Mombasa. My father was a teacher in the colonial service working at 
schools in Kenya, Tanzania and, briefly, Egypt. Over the next 11 years 
that journey became almost routine for our family, varied only by the need 
to go round the Cape of Good Hope for a while after the Suez crisis and, 
on one occasion, to Trieste and across Europe by train. Flying only entered 
the equation when we were evacuated from Suez at 12 hours’ notice, losing 
everything except what we could carry as hand baggage. We flew from 
Egypt to Malta in a flying boat and my chief recollection is of being vio-
lently sick into a paper bag.

In East Africa there were overnight train journeys from Nairobi to 
Mombasa and from Dodoma to Dar-es-Salaam, but otherwise travel meant 
long, hot, dusty car journeys on corrugated dirt roads through the seem-
ingly endless African bush, bare legs sticking sweatily to plastic seats, or 
the occasional epic mud-bath during the Rains. Later, as a student, my first 
two climbing trips to the Himalaya in the late sixties both required a gruel-
ling overland drive through eastern Europe, Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan 
to reach Pakistan. A few years on, after travelling around India by bus and 
train, my wife, Netti, and I came home overland by public transport, which 
was unforgettable if arduous. Working for the British Antarctic Survey in 
the early seventies involved three months on the RRS Bransfield on her 
maiden voyage making a leisurely progression south before being dropped 
off for a year ‘on the ice’. Travel took time. 

It was not until 1973 that a climbing trip to India seemed a feasible 
proposition by air. Prices had come down and the weight restriction was 
somehow evaded by buying most of our food locally and wearing big boots 
and duvets with pockets stuffed with karabiners and pitons, onto the plane. 
Air travel rapidly became the norm for expeditions to the greater ranges, 
but travelling to the Alps remained, for me at any rate, a matter of sharing 
costs in a car or an uncomfortable coach journey – until the easyJet revolu-
tion of the nineties. Suddenly, a flight to Geneva was not only ridiculously 
cheap but skis and climbing gear were carried free (not any more) and 
flights could be changed for only a small penalty fee. Looking back, it is 
hard to realize that it is only in the last 15 years that we have come to take 
cut-price air travel so much for granted. Before that, it was definitely an 
expensive luxury.

All at once, many of the tensions created by enjoying my job as an alpine 
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guide and yet valuing and often missing wife, family and home, were eased. 
I could come home more often and Netti could more easily join me for a 
week or two. For a few years I was making up to six flights to the Alps in a 
year as well as at least one, sometimes two or even three long-haul flights 
to more distant destinations. Unfortunately, this satisfactory state of affairs 
did not last – for me, anyway.

Over the last 10 years it has become increasingly apparent to everyone 
except George W Bush and his cronies in the oil industry, that global 
warming is a reality. It has also become clear that of all the elements of our 
profligate western lifestyle that contribute to global warming, air travel is 
the least defensible. Flying undoubtedly enhanced my quality of life for a 
while and, indeed, made my job as a guide possible. But it was having the 
opposite effect on other people, especially in the poorest parts of the world 
and sooner or later was going to rebound on us in the affluent west as 
well. For years, I continued to fly but felt increasingly uneasy about it and 
limited myself to one long-haul flight a year. I began to investigate trains to 
the Alps and discovered it was easier than I had expected and not prohibi-
tively expensive, either. By booking well in advance it is possible to travel 
from North Wales to the Rhone Valley in Switzerland for not much more 
than £200. While this does not compare with 50p with Ryanair, it does 
not break the bank, either. The journey time from door to door is about 
14 hours, only three or four hours longer than if I flew from Liverpool. 
After an initial hiccup when I found myself in the suburbs of Paris with 20 
minutes to go, I discovered that using the Metro to travel from the Gare du 
Nord to the Gare du Lyon is not difficult. In fact, it is far quicker as well as 
far cheaper than taking a taxi. 

So far, so good. At least I was doing something towards reducing my 
carbon footprint. But what about long-haul flights? Was I prepared to give 
up opportunities to work in the Himalaya or the Andes, Canada or Kenya? 
Could I call myself an international mountain guide if I never travelled 
outside Europe, someone asked? And what about my desire for person-
al adventures and wilderness journeys? Was I ready to give up visiting 
the sort of genuinely remote, wild places that have been the setting for 
many of my most memorable moments and profound experiences? My 
concerns did not seem to resonate much with either colleagues or clients, 
even though every conversation seemed to lead, sooner or later, to climate 
change. Responses varied from, ‘The world is doomed. We might as well 
live for the day’ and ‘It’s up to the government to take a lead. Nothing I can 
do will make any difference’ to ‘What’s the point of Britain acting when 
the US refuses to budge and China and India are industrializing as fast and 
as cheaply as they can?’ There seemed to be a mass inertia that was self-
fulfilling – if nobody else was doing anything, surely it was OK to carry on 
as we were … 

In the end, I compromised. I decided to forego guiding outside Europe, 
albeit persuading myself that since Turkey had applied for membership of 
the EU it must be inside Europe. But I kept the door open for the occasion-
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al personal trip. My stance was that China and India would most certainly 
not move until they see Western governments taking global warming seri-
ously. Those governments, including our own, would make token gestures 
like subsidising wind farms but do nothing really effective until they see 
that there is an electoral advantage in it. In a democracy no government 
will ever disturb the status quo until enough concerned people want it to. 
In other words, it is up to us as individuals to change our lifestyles before 
we can expect anything to happen.

When I flew to Vancouver in May 2007, I had not made a long-haul 
flight for three years and I relished the West Coast wilderness, both on ski 
and in a sea kayak, all the more for a period of abstinence. In the wider 
scheme of things, attitudes towards air travel seemed to be changing, if 
very slowly. Lonely Planet came out with a new slogan ‘Fly less, stay 
longer’, which seemed an admirable sentiment, and Eurostar trains were 
always packed. On the other hand, Climber magazine saw no harm in a 
series of articles on weekend alpinism and skiing magazines continued to 
promote heli-skiing ad nauseam. On a personal level, however, it seemed to 
be working out. I had dramatically reduced my air miles yet I could still 
earn my living as a guide in the Alps and from time to time venture further 
afield without feeling too guilty. 

Then I was offered work in Antarctica and all too easily my resolve 
weakened. It was 35 years since I had spent an extraordinary and now 
unrepeatable year with a dog-team on the Antarctic Peninsula and I had 
come to accept that I would not be returning to the frozen continent. Now, 
faced with temptation, all my good intentions dissolved. Throwing ethical 
qualms to the winds, I accepted and took the long series of flights from 
London to Madrid, to Santiago, down the length of Chile to Punta Arenas 
and eventually across Drake’s Passage and down the Antarctic Peninsula 
to Patriot Hills on the edge of the Ellsworth Mountains. At 80 degrees it 
was the furthest south I have been. Although my job was low-key and we 
made only one short journey away from the base, I loved the clarity of 
the light, the sense of almost infinite emptiness stretching away and the 
endless subtleties of colour, texture and shape to be found in a wind-blasted 
landscape of blue ice and sastrugi. The camaraderie of life on the base 
took me back to my time with BAS (British Antarctic Survey) and I was 
impressed by the rigorous environmental policy insisted on by ALE (Ant-
arctic Logistics and Expeditions) to minimize pollution. I was glad to be 
there – until our departure was delayed by high winds and I found myself 
reading George Monbiot’s Heat, a Penguin paperback I had picked up at 
Euston station.

Monbiot’s book is not light reading. It is too detailed and painstakingly 
researched for that. But it is compelling, nonetheless, and convincing. His 
basic thesis is that the UK government’s self-imposed target of reducing 
carbon emissions by 50% by 2030 is not nearly enough to keep the level 
of global warming below the critical 2 degrees threshold; nor is there the 
faintest chance of even that being achieved as government policies stand at 
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present. He believes our emissions need to be cut by no less than 90% if we 
are to avoid global catastrophe. The good news is that he also believes, and 
endeavours to demonstrate, that this is, in fact, achievable, if the political 
will is there. However, that will is dependent entirely on us, on pressure 
from the electorate. Only when enough people begin to really change their 
habits and lifestyles and show that they mean business will the govern-
ment step in with the legislation to make meaningful change possible on 
a wider scale – by introducing a carbon rationing system, for instance, by 
tightening up on building regulations, by radically changing the structure 
of public transport and by reversing current plans to build 4000 kilometres 
of new roads and to double the capacity of our airports by 2030. It is actu-
ally an optimistic book if, and only if, enough individuals are prepared to 
change the way they live and set the ball rolling. On the other hand, ‘If the 
biosphere is wrecked it will be done by nice, well-meaning, cosmopolitan 
people who accept the case for cutting emissions, but who won’t change by 
one iota the way they live.’ 

Surprisingly, and encouragingly, Monbiot’s 90% reduction in carbon 
can be achieved in most aspects of our lives and most areas of the economy 
by the creative use of existing materials, techniques and technology. Only 
when it comes to travel are we going to have to accept drastic change. 
There is simply no alternative to using our cars less and regarding air travel 
as, at best, an occasional luxury. ‘We might buy eco-friendly washing-up 
liquid and washable nappies, but we cancel out any carbon savings we 
might have made ten thousand-fold whenever we step into an aeroplane.’ If 
we do not change the way in which we travel, hundreds of millions will be 
facing starvation, drought or drowning within our lifetimes – millions are 
already – our grandchildren will curse us for our folly, and the future not 
just of the human species but most other species also will be in jeopardy. 
Monbiot does not pull his punches. But nor do you get the impression that 
he is exaggerating or scare-mongering. He never relies on a single source 
or a single set of statistics, usually opts for the more optimistic figures, yet 
inexorably builds up his case to present us with an irrefutable, if unpalat-
able truth – we must stop flying. ‘It means the end of shopping trips to New 
York, parties in Ibiza, second homes in Tuscany and, most painfully for 
me, political meetings in Porto Alegre – unless you believe that these activi-
ties are worth the sacrifice of the biosphere and the lives of the poor.’ It also 
means the end of autumn sport-climbing in Sardinia, Mallorca or Greece, 
wintersports in Canada or the US, trekking holidays in Patagonia or the 
Himalaya, and expeditions to Greenland or the Antarctic … Monbiot con-
cludes his chapter on air travel with the words, ‘Long distance travel, high 
speed and the curtailment of climate change are not compatible. If you fly, 
you destroy other people’s lives.’

Lying in my sleeping-bag 10,000 miles away from home, I read that 
sentence and could only cringe. My absurdly brief visit to Antarctica was 
clearly nothing but a selfish extravagance I had no right to indulge. It was 
not as if I was blissfully unaware of the issues: I simply chose to ignore 
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them. I shall not be wearing a hair shirt as penance but I shall definitely not 
be returning to Antarctica. And if I were to never fly again, would it really 
be such a hardship? We can reach anywhere in Europe by boat, train or bus 
and we live in a marvellously varied and still beautiful country that I, for 
one, have yet to properly explore. As I write, Al Gore, speaking in Bali, has 
been describing climate change as ‘A challenge to our moral imagination’. 
As outdoor people we are used to accepting a challenge. Will we accept 
this one? Or, at least, take our collective head out of the sand, acknowledge 
that there is a global crisis to which we are all contributing, and exercise 
just a little restraint in planning our deeds of derring-do? 


